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Comments: The authors present and characterise a relatively fast and field-based technique for bulk soil density determinations, something that is critical for the application
of TCN depth-profile dating. The authors tested this technique in artificial and natural scenarios with soils covering a wide range of bulk densities. The soil bulk density
determination requires an accurate measurement of both a) the weight of a piece of
soil and b) its volume. The first can be easily achieved using any portable balance,
but the measurement of the volume is usually imprecise. Other commonly used field
techniques for assessing the bulk soil density are usually not accurate enough to allow
the determination of precise maximum ages from TCN profiles in unconsolidated materials (see some examples in Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al.,2020, appendix A, table I;
doi:10.1016j.gloplacha.2020.103271). Therefore, I think that this manuscript implies a
relevant advance for TCN profile dating, and probably for other applications too.
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